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If you were born in
1923   1935   1947   1959
1971   1983   1995   2007   2019
You were born in the year of the BOAR
Boars are known to be studious and quiet as well as possess tremendous amounts of fortitude, ambition and inner strength. Sincere, tolerant and honest to a
fault, they make a splendid companion for just about everyone else. The most desirable companions for them, however, are Rabbits and Rams.
Professional devotion and high ambition may often find the Boar in social settings and situations where alcohol is being served. That is when
all Boar year people must be cautioned against pig-headed behavior like refusing to call a cab or ride with a sober driver. Only the 
foolish Boars put themselves and everyone else at risk of the beastly consequences of drinking and driving. Prudent Boars always
realize their value to their families as well as their importance to their communities. Boars always strive to set good examples by
their actions. The wise Boar never drinks and drives.

If you were born in 
1922   1934   1946   1958
1970   1982   1994   2006   2018
You were born in the year of the DOG
Dutiful, honest and loyal are words often used to describe those born in the year of the Dog. The Dog is con-
cerned with the happiness of others as he is of his own happiness. The high principles and strength of 
character of the Dog inspires those around him to rise to their higher standards. Dogs are most 
compatible with Horses, Tigers and Rabbits. However, drinking alcohol can sometimes dull the usual
sharp instincts. The watchful Dog will always be trusted by his friends and neighbors because he is
faithful to the law. The vigilant Dog never drinks and drives.

If you were born in
1921   1933   1945   1957
1969   1981   1993   2005   2017
You were born in the year of the ROOSTER
Roosters are hard workers, deep thinkers and shrewd money handlers. Decision-making comes
easily and speaking their mind has never been a problem. Oxen, Snakes and Dragons are those
with whom they get along best. Known for their extreme extravagance and flashing wardrobe,
it’s no surprise to find Roosters often are the life of the party. Roosters can be counted on to
exhibit bravery when the occasion calls for it. After drinking however, their crowing may turn
to that of foolishness rather than confidence. The arrogant Rooster becomes a nuisance as
well as a danger to everyone when driving after drinking. Roosters who refuse to drive after
drinking remain a source of pride to their families, their communities and themselves.

If you were born in 
1920   1932   1944   1956
1968   1980   1992   2004   2016
You were born in the year of the MONKEY 
Highly intelligent, clever and gregarious, Monkeys have magnetic personalities and are 
usually well liked by all. Their extraordinary memory and gift for recalling fine details make
learning easy and fun. Success is promised in almost any field of their undertaking. Rats and
Dragons are most compatible with Monkeys. Because Monkeys are comfortable under the
scrutiny and watchfulness of others, there is also a tendency to show off. Drinking alcohol often
heightens this behavior in Monkeys which can become dangerous. Monkeys may have an impulse
to drink and drive. However, the evolved Monkey knows the true measure of a real man or woman
is never to endanger anyone’s life by drinking and driving.

If you were born in 
1919   1931   1943   1955
1967   1979   1991 2003   2015
You were born in the year of the RAM 
Rams have a passionate nature about what ever they do or believe in. They are artistic, charming 
and elegant Money seems to come easy to them. Rabbits, Boars and Horses are their most compatible
friends. Be mindful however, that alcoholic beverages sometimes cause even the brightest and most 
sure-footed Ram to abandon his responsible nature. Rams who drive after drinking run the risk of ramming into
innocent people. Ever alert to danger, he always holds his head high because the proud Ram never puts other lives
in jeopardy by drinking and driving.

If you were born in 
1918   1930   1942   1954
1966   1978   1990   2002   2014
You were born in the year of the HORSE 
Horses are independent and adventurous. Highly intelligent and undaunted by hard work, success in more than one field is not unusual. Grace, strength,
endurance and rhythm are attributes that they bring to all of their endeavors. Tigers, Dogs and Rams are highly compatible as mates and friends of the Horse.
Although no sight can be more beautiful than the powerful horse in motion, after drinking alcohol, no sight is more frightening than an unbridled horse in motion. When
Horses are unsteady, they become a danger to themselves and everyone else. The sensible Horse never gallops off to drive an automobile after drinking. There is nothing
wrong with a Horse taking a ride on someone else for a change!

If you were born in
1924   1936   1948   1960
1972   1984   1996   2008   2020
You were born in the year of the RAT

Rats are gifted with charm, imagination and generosity. Keen insight, intuitiveness and clairvoyance also can often be counted among their attributes. Oxen,
Snakes and Monkeys comprise the most cherished members of the Rat Pack. Slipping in and out of tight situations is second nature to Rats.

Rats have little or no fear of danger which can be a very threatening situation if consuming alcoholic beverages is combined with driving.
The clever Rat knows he is not at his best behind the wheel of a car after he has been drinking. It is the selfish Rat who combines

drinking and driving and doesn’t care about his safety or the safety of others. Rats who rate the highest in any 
community never drink and drive.

If you were born in
1913   1925   1937   1949

1961   1973   1985   1997   2009
You were born in the year of the OX

The Ox has the ability to excel at many different things. Highly intelligent, Ox people often border on
being geniuses. Both their mind and body are highly alert as they tread the path to success. Patient,

easy going and trusting, they are compatible with Rats, Snakes and Roosters. When drinking alco-
holic beverages, however, the Ox must beware of mistrusting his dexterity and overrating his abili-

ty to drive. The careless Ox who drinks and gets behind the wheel of an automobile, endangers
the safety of everyone. The wise Ox understands that true strength of character lies not in an 
inflexible or stubborn nature, but in the unyielding desire to do what is right. The wise Ox
never drinks and drives.

If you were born in
1914   1926   1938   1950
1962   1974   1986   1998   2010
You were born in the year of the TIGER
Tigers are contemplative, emotional and sensitive. Although a short temper and quick
tongue may startle their inferiors, usually Tigers are filled with a great warmth and 
sympathy for those of whom they are fond. They are widely respected for their 
courageousness. Power is their natural gift, and they wield it with righteousness and
authority. Tigers are compatible with Horses, Dragons and Rams. When drinking,
Tigers must guard against misrepresenting bravery for fool-hardy behavior like 
deciding to drive. The impaired Tiger is a threat to the well-being of everyone when
attempting to cover terrain too quickly. Regal Tigers always stick to their true nature
and don’t drive after drinking alcohol.

If you were born in
1915   1927   1939   1950
1963   1975   1987   1999   2011
You were born in the year of the RABBIT

Rabbits are the kind of people that others love to be around. While their sentimental
and affectionate nature is the reason some love them, it is the same reason others con-

tinue to try to manipulate them. It is the good nature of the trusting Rabbit, however,
that generally allows him to hop right over the adversities placed in his path. Compatibility

is found in Rams, Dogs and Boars. Be cautioned, however, luck in finance and gambling
should not lead Rabbits to take dangerous chances like drinking and driving. It is the jucious

Rabbit that understands when he mixes alcohol and driving, everyone is only a hare away from
real tragedy. The smart Rabbit knows it takes a real dumb bunny to drink and drive. 

If you were born in
1916   1928   1940   1952

1964   1976   1988   2000   2012 
You were born in the year of the DRAGON 

It is legend that Dragons are blessed five times at birth. These blessings include harmony, virtue, 
prosperity, fulfillment and longevity. Brave, honest and sensitive, Dragons often selflessly devote themselves

to others. They are compatible with Rats, Snakes and Roosters. When drinking, Dragons should beware of 
trying so hard to attend to the needs of others that they forget themselves. The foolish Dragon after drinking gets

fired up to drive everyone else home. The sensible dragon shows respect for life by leaving the driving to others who
have not been drinking. Dragons who have a burning passion for life never drink alcohol and drive.

If you were born in 
1917   1929   1941   1953

1965   1977   1989   2001   2013
You were born in the year of the SNAKE

Snakes are known by their intensity as well as their calm demeanor. Snakes mesmerizing charm, wisdom and sense of humor draw others to them easily.
Although Snakes get along best with Roosters and Oxen, they hold a fascination for many others. Romance is art to those born in the year of the Snake. When
drinking alcohol, it is the wise Snake that recoils when it comes to driving. Only the lowest of Snakes would be caught in the cold-blooded act of endangering 
everyone’s safety by getting behind the wheel of a car after drinking.
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